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Welcome to your
Winter edition of
Noticed, where we’ve
GILES
COREN
gone all foodie. To
SIR
ROCCO
whet your appetite,
FORTE
GIFT
we’ve a starter of
GUIDE
chat with GBBO
Nadiya Hussain
winner Nadiya
Hussain, a main of top tips for a
perfect Christmas from The White
Company’s Chrissie Rucker and
pudding with food writer and
presenter Giles Coren. Throw in a
side dish of Dermot O’Leary’s latest
book and Tilly Ramsay’s rainbow
cake and you’ll be practically
drooling! For those looking to
feed the brain cells, KidZania are
offering the chance for a school
class to win a fabulous interactive
maths day out.
School Notices is your trusted
network of schools, parents and
alumni in the private school
community. Our online Noticeboard
is unparalleled with members
posting items from holiday homes
to outgrown cellos. In addition
to Noticed, we also provide parents
with the Inside Scoop, a new and
unique take on school reviews,
written by parents for parents.
We hope you enjoy it!
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SHOPPING

YOUR

ultimate
CHRISTMAS

Gucci New Ace
Glitter Sneakers £450
www.harrods.com

GIFT GUIDE
Let the shopping
commence!

The Dorothy Comb £275
fenwick.co.uk
Diary with Gilt
Pencil £79
smythson.com

Sticker Candle £350
anyahindmarch.com

Carlinea Issa
Gemstone Bracelet £325
monicavinader.com
Sylvie Lurex Stripe Crew £125
wyselondon.co.uk

Alphabet Initial
Jewellery Box £14
oliverbonas.com

Ladies
Cru- Navy Metallic and Dotty Print
Trainers £169
airandgracelondon.com

Electra Fedora £250
jesscollettmilliner.com

Gin Cocktail
Gummies £15
johnlewis.com

Star
BUY

The Strathberry
Midi Tote £545
strathberry.com

Rose & White
Musk Absolu
eau de parfum £200
jomalone.com

Erin Abstract
Feather Printed
Midi Dress £225
reiss.com
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Storm Trooper
Mini-Figure alarm
clock £19.99
iwantoneofthose.com

Kenzo Zip Up Tape
Sweater £85
fenwick.co.uk

Hogwarts Crest Sweatshirt £28
boden.co.uk

Boys
Adidas Americana Low Trainers
White Collegiate Royal Scarlet £64.99
office.co.uk

Monopoly: Fortnite Edition £22
thetoyshop.com

Star
BUY

Micro Sparrow Kids
Electric Scooter £449.95
micro-scooters.co.uk

Smartphone projector £14
iwantoneofthose.com

Geometric Print Beanie £34.95
scotch-soda.com

NASA Magnet £4
sciencemuseum.org.uk

Meccano Ferrari
Formula 1 £35
argos.co.uk

Beats Solo3 Wireless Headphones
Mickey’s 90th Anniversary Edition £249.95
apple.co.uk

SHOPPING
Moisturising Shower Gel £13.50
greenpeople.co.uk

Emoji Powerbank £30
notanotherbill.com

Night Sky Hair
Clips £12
boden.co.uk

DKNY Gold Pleated Midi Skirt £63
childrensalon.com

Sequin Shake-up
Backpack £90
jcrew.com
Classic Bracelet £22
lilybelle.co.uk

Nike Air Force 1 Ep Trainers Youth £50
schuh.com

Girls
Glitter Velvet
Jumpsuit from £38
uk.monsoon.co.uk

Minis Van Makeup Kit £17.50
benefitcosmetics.com

Star
BUY

Monsoon Mila Sequin Bomber
Jacket from £48
next.co.uk

Swellegant
Felicity
Reindeer £42
jellycat.com

Island Water Bottle £10.99
islanderbottle.co.uk

SUMMER
WINT ER 19
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PROMOTION

A shopping experience
LIKE NO OTHER

Celebrating its 40th Anniversary, the exclusive Mary Howard
Christmas Fair sets the gold standard for the gift fair market! We
discover from Mary’s son Tim, why it stands out from the crowd
How many stalls will you have this year?
Over 100.
How do you source stall holders?
Mostly word of mouth and reputation.
How do you keep your range of
stalls original?
With numerous applicants each
year we are able to curate different
products whilst retaining the unique
and popular stalls.
Will I be able to find presents for
my children?
Yes! We have some wonderful gift stands for all
ages. We are always looking for unique presents
especially for the tricky teen market.
What do you think are the most popular stalls?
The Food and Drink stands are popular with
everyone, especially with those hosting Christmas.
The Fashion and Jewellery stands are also busy.

What makes the shopping experience different?
We have a free mini-bus service to and from the
venue so no parking tickets or walking through
muddy fields. We also offer a free customer bagdrop to allow you to walk around
without heavy shopping bags.
Can we eat while we are there?
Yes - we have a large restaurant
with the option to pre-book your
lunch or just turn up on the day.
We also have a coffee bar in the
entrance and another in the restaurant.
Is the venue child and pushchair friendly?
Absolutely. The venue is all on one floor with the
shuttle minibuses designed
TUESDAY - FRIDAY
to handle pushchairs.
We offer baby-changing
facilities and our wide aisles
TICKETS FROM £10
ensure room for everyone.

“We don’t know
of other Fairs
which have this
attention to detail”

12th – 15th
Nov 2019

The Showground, Cotswold Airport, Cirencester, Gloucestershire, GL7 6BQ • See visiting times at maryhowardfairs.com
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SHOPPING

Cotton Rich Italian
Moleskin Coat £99
marksandspencer.com

American Crew
Fiber £15.20
johnlewis.com

Watch by Casio £149
johnlewis.com

Push-Up Grip 3.0
Nike £20.95
nike.com

Men

Men’s ‘Signature Stripe’
Trim Leather Belt £120
paulsmith.com

Veja Nova Trainers £79.99
office.co.uk

Canvas Back Gammon Roll
Not Another Bill £49
fenwick.co.uk

Double CG
Umbrella £139
endclothing.com

Fujifilm Instax
Mini Camera £134
johnlewis.com

Star
BUY

Eight & Bob Nuit de Megève
Eau de Perfum £130
harveynicholls.co.uk

‘S’ Monogram Zip Guard
Travel Bag £1,095
smythson.com

Classic Perudo Set £120
noblemacmillan.com
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Each
Other
Discover

Carrier look beyond the ordinary,
creating bespoke experiences that
ignite the senses and materialise
even the wildest dreams to make
every possibility a reality. We’re well
versed in creating the right balance
of relaxation, adventure and
playtime so that you can focus on
simply reconnecting as a family.

The St.Regis
Mauritius Resort Mauritius
The Indian Ocean’s first St. Regis
provides the perfect setting for
aquatic adventures, from snorkelling
and glass bottom boat tours. Families
are welcomed with thoughtful touches
including child-sized bathrobes,
slippers and kids’ menus, all enhanced
by the renowned St. Regis Signature
butler service.

Manor House, The St. Regis Mauritus Resort

Giardino Mountain St. Moritz, Switzerland

This is the place to experience a ski stay that’s a little out of the ordinary
for families. There’s guaranteed interconnecting rooms, Kid’s Club and Teen
Academy, while grown-ups can enjoy Michelin-starred dining and exclusive
access to St. Moritz’s most elite mountain club, El Paradiso Lounge.

Ritz Kids, The Ritz-Carlton, Abama

The Ritz-Carlton, Abama
Tenerife

A clifftop setting with views of the
Atlantic Ocean and the island of La
Gomera, The Ritz-Carlton, Abama offers
complete exclusivity. Guests are spoilt for
choice in every aspect with seven pools,
10 restaurants, kid’s club, luxurious spa
and a championship golf course.

Giardino
Mountain

PROMOTION

Boulders Beach

Family Adventures
in Africa
Fairmont Sirru Fen Fushi

Fairmont Sirru Fen Fushi Maldives

Teeming with 250 species of marine life, younger
guests will be overjoyed to spot their favourite
characters from Disney’s Finding Nemo whilst
exploring the nine-kilometre house reef. Eco-friendly
initiatives for families to explore with the resident
marine biologists include coral restoration, a turtle
release programme and manta ray cleaning stations.

8 nights from £33,040 per family
When experiencing the great outdoors, there are
few places that rival the breadth of options a
family can enjoy in South Africa. This action packed
itinerary includes strolling with the penguins at
Boulders Beach, a boat trip at Grootbos Private
Nature Reserve, fruit picking at Babylonstoren and
much more.
Itinerary Includes:
★ 3 nights at Cape Grace, including breakfast
★ 3 nights at Grootbos Private Nature Reserve,
fully inclusive
★ 2 nights at Babylonstoren, including breakfast
Return Business Class flights, Fast Track Voyager
service at London Heathrow and private transfers
throughout. Price based on departure 14th Feb 2020.

Grootbos Nature Reserve

Sugar Beach, A Viceroy Resort

Sugar Beach, A Viceroy Resort
St Lucia

This Caribbean hideaway is nestled within an
18th century sugar plantation, surrounded by lush
rainforest and set within a UNESCO World Heritage
Site. Gather the whole family and discover the
famous dive sites before retreating back to your
luxury beachfront residence.

Babylonstoren

Believe in the power of a
holiday to make a family
Call: 0161 820 4889
Explore: carrier.co.uk/family
ABTA No.V0391
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ROBIN’S
NESTS

Exams aren’t everything, as
Robin Hutson proves. He failed
all but three of his O Levels, but
is one of the UK’s most successful
hoteliers. As CEO of Lime Wood
Group and Home Grown Hotels
(The Pig Chain) Robin has
changed the atmosphere of
British hotels forever. Noticed
finds out more over a perfectly
poured cup of tea
Espressos, no ties in restaurants and power
showers. When you launched Hotel du Vin in
1994 you reinvented hotels.
None of those things sound like much, but they
were revolutionary at the time. Now that I’m at the
other end of my career I’d love to help the young
with their ideas.
Hospitality is seen as a tough career. Is this still
the case?
The industry had a terrible reputation, but long
hours for little pay is, by and large, no longer the
case. There’s such a staff shortage that if you did
run things in an abusive way you wouldn’t be able
to operate.
How do you challenge perceptions?
We actively attract bright youngsters in transient
phases of their work life – students on holiday
or in gap years, for example. Often they realise
there could be something in it for them. Five years
ago we set up an internal management scheme
called Budding Entrepreneurs. At our most recent
opening in Kent, six heads of department were
Budding Entrepreneurs.

What do you look for in employees?
I don’t care if you’ve zero qualifications or a double
degree, you need a passion for the true sense of
hospitality. One of our bar managers has a degree in
chemistry. Yes she makes great cocktails, but what
she brings to the job can’t be learnt at hotel school.
What challenges is the industry facing?
Recruitment is a serious problem. Hospitality has
never been acknowledged by the Government
as an important part of our economy, despite
accounting for around 10% of the total workforce.
The number of technical colleges has been reduced,
and apparently Brexit means we don’t want as much
immigration. There seems to be a presumption that
technology will cure everything.
Environmentally it’s really scary – I was freaked
out the other day when I learnt that every plastic
toothbrush ever made still exists. As a business we
try hard, we don’t use plastic packaging and have
got rid of the in-room amenities that don’t get used.

INTERVIEW
From left: Lime Wood, Robin Hutson, lounge
area at The Pig, New Forest. Bottom: With friends
Neil Borthwick, Angela Hartnett and Mark Hix,
The Georgian Kitchen at The Pig, Combe

Monster Mushroom
Vol-au-Vent
MAKES 2 (1 VOL-AU-VENT SERVES 2 AS A MAIN)

PHOTOGRAPHY: EMLI BENDIXON, AMY MURRELL

“…you need a passion for
the true sense of hospitality.”
Is there anything you don’t love about your job?
There are a lot of plates to spin. Hanging on to
the boring bits while doing the creative bits is
challenging. You have to keep an eye on health
and safety regulations and financial metrics or you
don’t have a business. I don’t want to spend my
life pouring over spreadsheets. I’d rather be on the
riverbank with chef Mark Hix talking rubbish!
Your wife Judy is Home Grown Hotels’ interior
designer. Have your sons gone into the business?
Ollie, the eldest, runs the 20-odd kitchen gardens
for The Pig hotels. My other son is the artist of the
family and works as a tattooist in Brooklyn, NYC.
Tell us about The Pig: Tales and Recipes from The
Kitchen Garden and Beyond
I’m very excited about our first book. It’s a nice
reflection of what we do: food, design, gardens.
My favourite recipe is the monster vol au vent with
homegrown mushrooms.
What next?
We’re launching Grade II-Listed Madehurst Lodge
near Arundel, and the Poldark-esque Harlyn Bay
near Padstow. The latter has incredible views of the
coast and has been a private house since 1638.
thepighotel.com • limewoodhotel.co.uk

Ingredients
• 500g (1lb 2oz) packs 		
puff pastry, chilled in 		
the refrigerator
• 1 banana shallot
• 40g (1½oz) salted butter
• 2 small garlic cloves, 		
chopped
• 2 thyme sprigs, 		
leaves picked, stalks 		
discarded
• 400g (14oz) oyster 		
mushrooms, cleaned
• a slosh of double cream
• 1 tablespoon chopped
parsley
• salt and pepper
Method
1. Preheat oven to 220°C,
200°C fan (425 °F), Gas
Mark 7.
2. Take the pastry out of
the fridge and, working
quickly while it’s still cold,
roll it out to a thickness of
5–8mm (¼–³/₈ inch).
3. Cut the pastry into two
circles roughly 20cm (8
inches) in diameter. Score
a smaller circle inside
each one, about 1cm (½
inch) from the edge, taking
care not to cut all the way
through the pastry.

4. Place the circles on two
non-stick baking trays and
bake in the preheated
oven for 16–18 minutes or
until puffed and golden
brown.
5. Place on a wire rack to
cool and, once cooled, cut
the smaller circle from the
centre with a knife, being
careful not to go through
the base. You should be
left with a nice case to fill
and a separate pastry lid.
Set both aside.
6. For the filling, finely
dice the shallot and sweat
in the butter with the
chopped garlic and thyme.
7. Pull the mushrooms
apart with your fingers into
pieces that are roughly the
same size. Add to the pan
and cook until softened.
8. Stir in the double
cream. Season with salt
and pepper, adding the
chopped parsley at the
last minute so it keeps its
colour, and spoon the
mixture into the pastry
case.
9. Pop the lid on and serve
immediately so it doesn’t
go soggy.

Recipe from The Pig: Tales and Recipes from The Kitchen
Garden and Beyond (Octopus Publishing, £30) by Robin
Hutson, Gill Morgan, Paul Croughton and The Pig team.
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The Ultimate Maths
KidZania London in partnership with School Notices brings
you a fun ‘real-life’ Maths school trip this April/May for your
Year 4 and 5s helping to bring their Maths curriculum to life
The Activities

KS2 skill: Time

During April/May 2020 KidZania will be running
a special Maths Celebration programme where
pupils will be able to put their KS2 Maths skills
to the test and explore how Maths plays an
important role within the world of work.
In the safe and inclusive indoor city of
KidZania, children are given the chance to
directly experiment with what they’ve learnt
in the classroom through interactive activities
and mathematical challenges. Activities are
designed to link to the KS2 school curriculum
as well as developing other skill sets – from
resilience to teamwork to problem solving. It’s a
great day out.

Key Stage 2 Curriculum

KS2 skill: Measuring

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Measuring
4 Rules
Angles
Area
Shapes
Circumference
Time

The Challenges

10 25 1
8
75
Visit the Theatre and take the
Countdown Challenge
KS2 skill: 4 Rules

Work towards your Geometry
degree at the University by
exploring different shapes and
designs that can be found around
the City.
KS2 skill: Angles, Shapes, Circumference

KidZania
University

Follow the maths trail set by the
National Library and gather
number clues around the city to
solve a mathematical equation
KS2 skill: Numeracy

PROMOTION

School Trip

WIN
A maths class trip to

KS2 skill: Speed and Time

For those who can’t wait until
April/May, get your school
involved now by winning them
a fantastic Maths day out this
January/February. One lucky
school will receive a free class
trip to KidZania London for up to
50 pupils and 10 teachers!

KS2 skill: Monetary values

How to Enter:
To enter this fantastic competition
get your school to email us at
competition@schoolnotices.co.uk
and include the affiliated school,
contact details and put ‘Maths
Trip’ in the subject line.
Good luck!

KS2 skill: 4 Rules
KidZania is open for school visits during term time Monday – Friday
with tickets priced from £10-£14. For opening hours and to book your
school trip please visit KidZania.co.uk/education

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Competition closes 1st December 2019.
One entry per school. Entrants need to be
18+. Prize must be redeemed before 29th
February 2020 and cannot be exchanged for
cash or redeemed after this date. Transport,
accommodation, merchandise and food
and beverage are not included in the
promotional prize.
For full Terms and Conditions visit
blog.schoolnotices.co.uk/category/
competitions
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A great British ICON

After winning Bake Off in 2015, Nadiya Hussain hasn’t
been off our screens, magazines and newspapers. She
talks to Amanda Morison about juggling work and
family, and her new children’s book about anxiety

I

t’s hard to believe that Nadiya Hussain
had never been on a train by herself before
boarding one for the Great British Bake Off
audition. Born in Luton to a Bangladeshi
family, she entered an arranged marriage at
20, and had three children well below 30. It was her
husband who encouraged her to enter Bake Off. “All
my energies were focused on making sure everything
was perfect for the kids. My husband realised that I
needed to do something for me. When I made it to
the final 12, he said just don’t get kicked out in the
first week! He’s now at home looking after the kids,
so I had the last laugh”.
Nadiya’s effortless presenting style, megawatt
smile and complexion that surely makes beauty
writers everywhere look up the virtues of a slice of
cake has made her one of Britain’s best-known faces.
She’s everywhere: a presenter, writer and designer
of a homeware range. All while bringing up her
children and being vocal about everything from
cooking comfort food to women’s rights.
Nadiya suffered bullying at school, which led to
her well-documented struggles with anxiety. She

spent much of her childhood asking, ‘Why?’ when
told girls had to wear dresses, couldn’t rollerblade
or even go to university. She won Bake Off back
in 2015, and admits that she still can’t watch her
emotive winning speech: “I’m never going to put
boundaries on myself ever again”. She says that,
“People ask if it was rehearsed. Nobody knows
that the same interviewer is with you off camera
throughout the process. She cried. I cried. And the
words that came out when I won were about much
more than cake”.
When anxious, Nadiya says she becomes either
“much more useful – everything gets very tidy and
I don’t stop baking. Or I go to bed and can barely
put one foot in front of the other”. As cooking is
also something she does when happy, this can make
it difficult for her family to judge her state of mind.
Which isn’t the case when she “can’t function as a
human being and my husband has to explain to the
children that mummy isn’t feeling very well”.
After her documentary. Nadiya: Anxiety and
Me, aired she watched it with her children. An
experience she says involved tears: “Mummy, I didn’t

L-R: Nadiya’s range of homewares, with her family, filming ‘Time to Eat’, at the Stylist Live show spotting her mental health cover

PROFILE

“When I made it to the final
12, he said just don’t get
kicked out in the first week!”
know you were bullied!”. Nadiya explained that her
experiences have made her stronger. And she firmly
believes that children should grow up knowing
their parents aren’t superhuman. “It’s natural to feel
vulnerable, and the world is very different to the one
I grew up in. Bullying comes into our homes. Flick
your phone on and there is abuse hurled while you’re
sat on the couch in pyjamas”. She believes that it
isn’t that anxiety is new, but that society is braver
talking about it. Not that Nadiya feels she will ever
discuss these issues with her own parents. Before
they watched the documentary they didn’t know
anything about their daughter’s problems.
“There is no vocabulary in our community
for mental health. In English I can say
“anxiety” or “panic”. And it’s a British thing

too, with the “keep calm and carry on” thing. I’m
over that, and I bet those posters are coming down”.
As well as moving away from mental health taboos,
Nadiya is breaking away from other traditions she
grew up with. She feels her parents hate that she’s
the one doing it, but she says she’s done with things
like men and children eating before the women: “A
dining table is for everyone to eat around together –
why should women get the scraps at the end?”.
Although Nadiya says she felt empowered on
becoming a mother to her two sons, she admits
to really wanting a girl and was overjoyed when
her third child was a daughter. “I want her to be
everything that I couldn’t be, and have everything
I didn’t have. She will have her own hurdles to
knock down but I want her to know that
mummy was there first and knocked down
as many as she could”. Nadiya tells a
heartbreaking tale about a theatre trip
when her daughter was younger. After
the performance, she was asked why, ››
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NA DIYA’ S TIPS
“Chow mein is the easiest thing to order,
but even easier to make. I love the flavours
of honey mustard, so I’m keeping it simple.
I also whip-up a double batch and skewer
half the chicken for the freezer, so if I have
to make a quick lunch or need something
to whack on a grill, I have the same honey
mustard chicken, minus the chow mein.
If you don’t want the extra in the freezer,
simply halve the ingredients in blue.”

Honey Mustard Chow Mein
TOTAL TIME 40 MINS SERVES 4
Ingredients
• 10 chicken thighs, thinly sliced
• 4 tablespoons runny honey
• 4 tablespoons wholegrain mustard
• 4 cloves of garlic, minced
• A 2.5cm piece of ginger, peeled
and grated
• 4 tablespoons soy sauce
• 1 teaspoon salt
• 3 tablespoons sriracha sauce
• Oil, for frying
• 2 medium onions, thinly sliced
• 450g stir-fry vegetables
• 275g ready-made noodles
• A large handful of fresh coriander
• 50g salted peanuts, roughly 		
chopped
• Wedges of lime

Method
1. Put the chicken thighs into a large
bowl with the honey, mustard, garlic,
ginger, soy sauce, salt and sriracha,
and leave to marinate.
2. Place a large non-stick frying pan
or wok on the hob on a high heat.
Add the oil and, when it’s really
hot, add the onions. When they are
very brown, add half the marinated
chicken, putting the other half into
the fridge for later.
3. Continue cooking the chicken on
a high heat, and when it is cooked
through, add the stir-fry veg and the
noodles and mix together, before
lowering to a medium heat for 5
minutes or until the vegetables are

just a little bit soft, but still crisp.
4. Take off the heat, sprinkle with
the coriander and peanuts, and
serve with a wedge of lime – and I’m
always tempted to add another dash
of sriracha.
5. Once you have eaten, put the
marinated chicken from the fridge on
to skewers and pop on to a tray to
freeze. When frozen, take the skewers
off the tray and put them into a bag
to store.

PROFILE

PHOTOGRAPHY: CHRIS TERRY, RECIPE TAKEN FROM TIME TO EAT BY NADIYA HUSSAIN (MICHAEL JOSEPH £20). ILLUSTRATIONS: © ELLA BAILEY 2019

“My daughter will have her
own hurdles to knock down but
I want her to know that mummy
was there first and knocked
down as many as she could”
“There was no one with “in-between” skin like
me? Maybe one day I’ll be that girl”. Then she
got a lead role in Les Misérables. Three shows
in mild panic she said, “Did I do it, did I do it?”.
To fulfil your own prophesy aged eight is just the
most wonderful thing”.
Performing comes so naturally to Nadiya that it
must be in the family. She made a seamless transition
after Bake Off, and says what she loves most about
her cookery shows and travelogues is getting to meet
people. “It’s not what usually happens but I always
want to talk to contributors before we film. We
drink tea, and they really relax and start to enjoy it.”
Although Nadiya wouldn’t want an arranged
marriage for her own children, her own has clearly
been a huge success. Asked how she manages
juggling all the different aspects of her life, she puts
it all down to her husband: “I would not be able
to do it without him”. In her memoir Finding my
Voice she talks about all the roles she plays in life,
as a sister, mother, daughter and granddaughter, but
says, “My husband is the only relationship without
a blood connection, and he’s the most important
person in my life. I’m going to have to give my
children back to the world, but my husband and I
are supposed to grow old together”.
In person, Nadiya is every bit as warm and
friendly as she appears on TV. She’s as happy to
answer questions about racism as about her shoes
(super cool pair of green heels, a snip at Primark).
Food is a central part of her life – and she hopes
her children will always come back to eat around
her table. Her favourite comfort food is pad thai:
“The family helps. They chop things up and
we cook it together. And if no cooking is
involved, fish and chips. In the paper
and in the garden on the grass”. This
thoroughly British icon is truly an
Everywoman for our times.

“It was one of those mad ideas on the
spur of the moment. I called my agent,
then the following day wrote the book”

Juniors
MY MONSTER
AND ME

by Nadiya Hussain
and Ella Bailey

A touching story about
a little boy whose worry monster follows him
everywhere he goes. It’s there when he gets dressed,
when he wants to play with his toys, and even when
his friends come over to visit. How can he escape his
worries? Having suffered with panic disorder herself
for as long as she can remember, Nadiya wrote this
heartfelt story to help give children and parents the
tools they need to talk about worries and anxiety, to
ensure that no child suffers in silence.

My Monster and Me (Hachette Children’s Group,
illustrated by Ella Bailey) and Finding my Voice (Headline)
publishes in hardback on 17 October 2019.
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Making the future bright
for female entrepreneurs
Women can struggle to raise capital – that’s why HSBC is stepping
up its support of female entrepreneurs.

Hillary Clinton once said,
“Women are the largest
untapped reservoir of talent
in the world.” We think she
was on to something.
Last year, the Federation
of Small Businesses found
that female-owned and led
businesses contributed
£221 billion to the UK
economy. Despite this,
women still struggle when
it comes to raising capital.
New research from HSBC
Private Banking shows that
53% of female founders are
denied funding. In the UK,
those who do secure funding
receive 6% less than their male
counterparts. The research
also found that during the
investment process, 44% of
female entrepreneurs were
asked about their family
circumstances and 41%

were asked about their
credibility as business leaders.
“It is concerning that half of
female entrepreneurs in this
country have experienced
bias when trying to raise
capital for their businesses,”
says Kirsty Moore, Managing
Director at HSBC UK Private
Banking. “We have been
working with entrepreneurs
in the UK for decades but
this research shows how far
we have to go to level the
playing field for women to
fulfil their ambitions.”
Female entrepreneurs suggest
that several things would help
give them a better chance
of success, including access
to networks and mentorship
opportunities, working to
remove gender bias and
improving transparency
around the funding process.

Breaking down barriers
HSBC Private Banking is
committed to supporting female
entrepreneurs in overcoming
the challenges they face when
they try to obtain funding.
“We know that networking
groups are valued by female
entrepreneurs, and that’s
why we are proud supporters
of AllBright and a founding
member of the WealthiHer
Network, to help women
support one another,”
Moore adds.
AllBright celebrates and
champions women to inspire
change through members’
clubs, the AllBright Digital
Academy and a programme
of live events. HSBC Private
Banking partners with AllBright
on its monthly Pitch Day
series in the UK and the US.

Strength
in numbers
Female founders in
the UK receive 6%
less funding than their
male counterparts
35% of female
entrepreneurs
experience gender bias
when raising capital
58% of female
entrepreneurs are
concerned about bias
when raising capital
44% of female
entrepreneurs
in the UK are asked
questions about their
family circumstances
during the pitch process
Through this partnership,
HSBC is involved in mentoring
businesses, providing expertise
and leveraging its extensive
networks to provide female
entrepreneurs with
extra support.
HSBC Private Banking is also
a founding partner of the
WealthiHer Network alongside
some of Britain’s biggest
financial institutions.
WealthiHer was launched
in 2019 to champion the
diversity of women’s wealth

and support female investors
and entrepreneurs.
As part of the HSBC Group,
one of the world’s largest
banking and financial services
organisations, HSBC Private
Banking seeks to be the
leading international private
bank for business owners
and their families. It provides
clients with wealth, business
and family succession
solutions in the largest and
fastest growing markets
around the world.

Find out how we can help by calling 020 7860 5000 or visiting
hsbcprivatebank.com

Together we thrive

46% of female
founders believe
bias could be avoided
by having more diverse
pitch panels
53% of female
entrepreneurs in the
UK are denied funding
61% of female
entrepreneurs
globally pitch to all or
predominantly male
investors
13% of UK investor
panels are all women,
the highest of any
country globally

La Mer The Hydrating
Illuminator is a facial in
a tube, £60. Apply under
make-up or alone for a
fresh-from-a-run glow.
cremedelamer.co.uk

Blur away the night before with
Nars Radiant Creamy Concealer,
£13 (travel size). It’s longwearing, undetectable and in
shades to suit every skin.
narscosmetics.co.uk

Laura Mercier Tinted
Moisturiser Illuminating, £35,
delivers SPF30, hydration
and a gorgeous gleam.
Available in six shades.
johnlewis.com

Naturally fabulous

PARTY LOOKS
Wellness is big beauty word, but how to marry healthy with
party season? Strong lips or eyes and naturally (or cheat-it!)
glowing skin says our beauty expert Sarah Barclay
sarahbarclaybeauty.com

Brush the apples of
your cheeks with
By Terry Terrybly
Densiliss Blush,
£56 for a natural
looking flush. The
pigments are so rich
the compact lasts far
longer than cheaper
projects.
byterry.com

Glitter treads a thin line
between trashy and fabulous, so
go for quality. YSL Sequin Crush
Eyeshadow – Empowered Silver
delivers enough sparkle without
looking try-hard. £26
yslbeauty.co.uk

BEAUTY

Update your look with
autumn/winter Chanel
make-up collection.
Top marks go to their
super chic eyeshadow
palette Les 4 Ombres 334
Modern Glamour. £44
chanel.com

Jurlique Revitalising Cleansing
Gel smells delicious and works
brilliantly. Formulated for
normal to oily skin, dry skin
loves its gentleness. £25
jurlique.com

The trend for bushy eyebrows is
waning – strong but groomed is
flavour of the moment. A brow
mascara gives a better look than a
pencil. Bobbi Brown Natural Brow
Shaper & Hair Touch Up, £19.50,
comes in five shades.
bobbibrown.co.uk

Sarah Chapman
Overnight Facial,
£54, leaves skin
feeling and looking
softer and fresher
after one night. £23.
sarahchapman.com

For a luscious swipe of red,
try Dior Rouge Ultra Care
Liquid Lipstick in Caress,
£30. It gets the party look
sorted in seconds.
dior.com

A rich foundation in the dark
wintery months combats
dryness. Clinique Beyond
Perfecting Foundation +
Concealer is fabulously thick
but looks natural. £28.50
clinique.co.uk
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PROMOTION

Brilliantly BRITISH
Edeline Lee
Founder and
Head Designer of
Edeline Lee

Edeline’s thoughtful,
aesthetically
sophisticated designs
are handmade in
England and have won
her a loyal fan base.
What does
‘individuality’
mean to you?
“Speaking your truth.”
How do you find your
sense of self?
“I focus on my higher
purpose and make sure
that all the choices
I make are aligned.
I create fashion for
women looking for
meaning and depth,
even in their clothes. I
like to have my fingers
in everything, so the
personal stamp just
comes naturally.”

What makes you unique? At Fenwick,
we think it’s our magpie eye and sense
of discernment. We asked some of our
collaborators what makes them stand out
Fenwick has come a long way
since it opened back in 1882, but
one thing remains constant, and
that’s our magpie eye and sense
of discernment. It’s what sets us
apart and what ensures that we
bring you the thinking person’s
edit when it comes to clothing
accessories, beauty, homeware
and food.
We work closely with some of
the leading lights of the design
world – and together they play

a big part in making Fenwick
so wonderfully unique and
brilliantly British. We thought it
was about time that the people
behind our brands got a chance
to shine, so we asked them
about the magic ingredient
which makes them stand out.
We‘d like you to meet two
members of our extended family
– we think you’ll find their focus
and determination inspirational.
Fenwick Heroes, we salute you.

For expertly curated fashion and accessories for modern life, and to meet more
of our #FenwickHeroes, visit Fenwick.co.uk
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Vanita Parti

Founder and Director
of Blink Brow Bar
Since launching her
first walk-in threading
bar in 2004, Vanita
has changed the way
women think about
beauty.
What does
‘individuality’
mean to you?
“Having your own
sense of style and
celebrating it. Being
brave in what you’re
doing and not
wavering from it.”
Is there one service
that embodies this?
“Brow pinching – it’s a
calming, circulationimproving massage
that brings a holistic
aspect to our
treatments, inspired
by my Indian heritage.
Customers say they
love it.”

COMPETITION

WIN! A day out for
you and a friend at
Fenwick of Bond Street

Enjoy a day of pampering and a delicious lunch
for two plus a £200 Fenwick gift card
The Prize:
H Lunch in Bond Street Kitchen
H Radio Hair Salon Blow Dry
H Nails Inc Manicure/Pedicure
H Fenwick gift card worth £200
Since 1882, Fenwick has been a purveyor of
goods of note for shoppers of exceptional
taste. Behind our modern outlook, astute
product edit and extraordinary service, lies a
brilliantly British style and spirit. Our founder
described us as a department store to delight
the thoughtful woman, and it’s a sentiment that
still holds true today, in all nine of our flagships.
Discover more at Fenwick.co.uk

HOW TO ENTER

To enter this competition, you must
be a registered member on School Notices.
Join us and then email:

competition@schoolnotices.co.uk
Please include your name, affiliated school
and put ‘Fenwick’ in the subject line.
Good luck!

@FenwickStores

TERMS AND CONDITIONS Competition closes 31st December 2019. One entry per household. Entrants need to be 18+. Fenwick
reserve the right to change the prize to a similar value if winner is not able to travel to Bond Street. Bond Street Kitchen maximum
spend of no more than £100 for 2 persons. Prizes must be claimed by 31st January 2020. No cash alternative. Travel not included.
For full Terms and Conditions visit blog.schoolnotices.co.uk/category/competitions.

A DV E RT I S I N G F E AT U R E

Kids and Money

T

he current generation of
children face exceptional financial
challenges. High university fees,
rising house prices and stagnant wages
mean that preparing a child for her or his
financial future requires ever more thought
and planning. Yet equipping a child for their
financial future need not be daunting. Much
of it comes down to the lessons a child learns,
and the small steps parents take to put some
money aside while their children are young.

Irrespective of whether a child is taught
about money, they will always develop
financial habits – and some are more
helpful than others.
But, if parents and schools step in
early to give children confidence in
handling money well that child can
go into adult life prepared to make
sound financial decisions.
Parents and grandparents can help children
by putting money aside – even the smallest
amounts can make a big difference,
especially if they start investing when
children are young. Finding the right taxefficient vehicles is, of course, only going
to help maximise what you save for your
children. Recent data shows now 30,000
children under 15 years already have
pension plans in place according to HMRC.
Anyone feeling daunted by the prospect
of preparing their children financially for
adult life should remember that investing
always works best over a long period.

THE IMPACT OF INFLATION
Recent Bank of England data revealed that
the public’s expectation for inflation in five
years’ time has jumped to its highest level in
a decade, reaching 3.8% in May.1 At that rate,
the spending power of money would be halved
in 19 years. It’s a stark reminder of the erosive
effect of inflation, even at relatively low levels.
It also highlights the risks of holding funds in
cash for your long-term plans.
The chart shows for most of the last decade
the average Cash ISA saver has been losing
money in real terms each year. Given
expectations for inflation and interest rates,
it’s a situation that appears unlikely to
change anytime soon.
ISAs can be a core part of a bespoke
financial plan to build tax-efficient funds
for the future. But to make the most of the
opportunities your allowance provides each
year, it’s important to think beyond the
short term. As ever, the message is it’s vital
to start early. Rob Gardner, co-founder of
Investment Consultancy Redington and

8%

financial education charity RedStart says,
“By the age of seven most people’s attitudes
towards money are fixed for life.” 2
With a myriad of options available, doing
your homework and seeking out trusted,
expert advice is, as always, the key to long
term success. If you would like to know more,
please contact me via the below details.
The value of an investment with
St. James’s Place will be directly linked to
the performance of the funds you select and
the value can therefore go down as well as
up.You may get back less than you invested.
The levels and bases of taxation, and reliefs
from taxation, can change at any time.
The value of any tax relief depends on
individual circumstances.
Please note that St. James’s Place do not
offer a Cash ISA.
1
2

Bank of England, July 2019.
Money Advice Service, Habit Formation and
Learning in Young Children, 2013.

CASH ISAS – THE POINT OF NO RETURN?
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Cash ISA average annual returns

Cash ISA average annual returns after inflation

Source: Bank of England, July 2019

LOUISE DAVIES Associate Partner
Mob: 07788 916193 Email: louise.davies@sjpp.co.uk
Web: www.schoolfeessolutions.co.uk

The Partner is an Appointed Representative of and represents only St. James’s Place Wealth Management plc (which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority) for the purpose of advising solely on the
group’s wealth management products and services, more details of which are set out on the group’s website www.sjp.co.uk/products. The ‘St. James’s Place Partnership’ and the title
‘Partner’ are marketing terms used to describe St. James’s Place representatives.
H2SJP33046 09/19
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Inspiring blog

Winter vegetable tartlets

WASTE-LESS canapés
Sustainability doesn’t fall off the agenda
in December, so be clever and prepare
“top to toe” wherever possible. And don’t
overlook so-called ugly vegetables.
They are full of flavour and work
perfectly for canapés.

Eye-catching
sweet treats
Bright and bold

CARIBBEAN spice

SWEET, SMALL AND sumptuous

Your Christmas party will be filled
with warmth when handing around
the flavours of the Caribbean.
Rocket’s favourite sunshine-inspired
canapés are best served with a fruity
rum cocktail for maximum impact.

Your savoury canapés have been devoured, Champagne has been
sipped, and now you fancy something sweet. Cake can be messy; Eton
mess popular but requires bowls; and towards the end of a party,
chocolate puddings are just too heavy. Which is why dessert canapés
work so well. See our recipe for Clementine & Bay Tarts (right).

ROCKET fuelled

There’s no party like a Rocket party. Sibling duo Michael and
Caroline Symonds founded their luxe London events company in
2000. Focusing on food stalls, imaginative canapé trays and dishes
that taste every bit as spectacular as they look. They’ve shared the
top trends this season so we can create a little bit of magic at home

ENTERTAINING

“This Christmas,
make your canapés
the talking point
of your party”

Clementine & Bay
Canapé Tarts
MAKES 20

For your vegan and vegetarian friends

OYSTERLESS oysters
There is something inherently luxurious
and wow-factor about oysters, but
they are an acquired taste. Keep even
the vegans and vegetarians involved
by serving salty, sharp alternatives
– pickled vegetables, seaweed – in
ceramic oyster shell-shaped dishes.

Subtle ways to make your
canapés stand out

AMBER hues
This season embrace amber hues in
all their glory. Think walnuts, pinecones,
and star anise, highlighted with golds
and forest greens. Pine branches or
a scattering of needles are a lovely
way to bring a touch of festivity to
your celebrations.

rocketfood.com • 020 7622 2320

Ingredients
• 1 pack (approx. 270g)
filo pastry
• 100g butter
• 3 dried bay leaves
• 200g caster sugar
• 125g whole milk
• 30g egg yolk
• 15g sugar

•
•
•
•

5g plain flour
1 orange, zested
150g double cream
1 sheet gelatine

To garnish
• Clementine segments,
gold leaf, candied 		
orange zest

Method
1. Preheat oven to 160C.
2. Brush a sheet of filo pastry with melted butter, place
another sheet of pastry on top, repeating until you have
three layers.
3. Using a ring cutter, cut discs of the filo pastry, and push
the discs of pastry into a tart case.
4. Bake in the preheated oven for 8-10 minutes until golden
brown.
5. Blend bay leaves and caster sugar in a food processor.
Once the tart cases come out of the oven, toss them in the
bay sugar.
6. Place milk in a pan with the orange zest and bring to a
boil. Whisk together the egg yolk, sugar and flour. Mix this
with the milk, and return to the pan to cook, continuously
whisking until thickened.
7. Remove from the heat, pass through a sieve and add
the gelatine.
8. Once the pastry cream is cool, return it to a bowl and
whisk until it is smooth. Semi whip the double cream and
fold this into the mixture.
9. Fill the tart cases with the pastry cream filling, and then
garnish with the clementine segments, candied orange,
and some gold leaf.
10. If you want to make your own candied orange, zest
an orange into fine strips. Bring to boil in cold water, and
repeat with fresh water three times. Drain, then make a
syrup with equal parts water to sugar. Simmer with the
cooked orange at a low temperature for about 30 minutes.
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Brambletye parents

Brambletye school team

Twyford parent team

Charterhouse parent team

Winchester College school team

Ludgrove school team

PROMOTION
Marlborough College parent team

INDEPENDENT SCHOOL
CLAY PIGEON
CHAMPIONSHIPS 2020
19TH MARCH 2020

We are delighted to invite you to
join us for our prestigious annual
competition held at Holland &
Holland’s stunning grounds in
Greater London. Bringing parents,
alumni and children together for
a fantastic day of competition
and fun.

WHAT’S INCLUDED
£195 per person (incl. VAT) or
£780 per team of four (incl. VAT)
100 bird shoot including 		
cartridges and clays
Safety equipment
Breakfast and Lunch by 		
Chef Joshua Hunter

Parents
& Alumni

BOOK
NOW!
Winners will receive a
magnificent trophy to display
within their school until next
year’s competition.
Good luck!
TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPLY

Places are strictly limited
Send your entries to

schools@schoolnotices.co.uk

Trusted • Connected • Noticed
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TILLY talks

Like father like daughter – this culinary star is taking over the kitchen
as well as prime time TV. Tilly tells us how she combines school, a TV
career, a cookery book and being a Ramsay!
How old were you when you
started cooking and who got
you into the kitchen?
I started cooking when my Dad
was filming in the kitchen when
I was around five or six. He
used to ask me to help and then
I wanted to do my own food
that was fun to make and that I
enjoyed eating. My brother and
sisters would eat it too and they
preferred it to Dad’s! Since then
I have just enjoyed making food
for them and for friends.
Did school play a role in
helping to shape your career?
I did home economics at school
and I enjoyed it – they did not

offer it as an option for GCSE’s
so it did not really take me any
further.
Do you think all schools should
teach cookery?
Yes! For children to understand
that it does not always have to
be complicated and that it is
cheaper and healthier to prepare
food yourself rather than fast
food or takeaways – my friends
and I love to have dinners
where we pair up and each pair
cooks a course – it’s social and
it’s competitive and we
all love that!
How did you
combine filming

while doing your GCSE’s?
We always do our filming in the
school holidays – some episodes
are filmed in the Easter holidays
in London, others in the
summer in Cornwall and Los
Angeles. It is sometimes tricky
and I have to be careful to make
sure I keep up with coursework
and revision.
Are you taking A Levels or are
you at school in America?
Yes! I am doing A Levels
in England – I am studying
Biology, Psychology and
Physical Education. We did
look at schools in America but
it is so different and difficult ››

INTERVIEW

20-LAYER
SURPRISE
RAINBOW
CAKE

H AVE A GO!
“This cake takes a LOT of effort
but looks brilliant when you cut
into it that it’s totally worth it.
People will have no idea that
there is a rainbow inside! I made
it for mum and dad’s twentieth
wedding anniversary - the
cake and buttercream make up
twenty layers for twenty years!”

Full recipe on the SN blog

blog.schoolnotices.co.uk (Food & Nutrition category)
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Fly commercial

and bypass the terminal.

Bypass the stress of the main terminal and enjoy the
luxury experience of boarding like a private jet with
Signature ELITE Class.
With VIP lounge access, private and dedicated screening,
customs and immigration processing, and a discrete transfer
to and from the aircraft, it’s a whole new way to travel.

To learn more, visit eliteclass.com.
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INTERVIEW

to change to their syllabus when
you are already so far along with
GCSE’s and A Levels.
Do you find cooking in England
and the USA very different?
I love cooking in both countries,
the only real difference are the
ingredients – I find in LA I get
more fish and fruit and tend to
cook outside on the barbeque
with salads as side dishes.
How did Matilda and the
Ramsay Bunch come about?
It started from seeing the fun
we had in the kitchen whilst
cooking. We then thought
we’d cook around set themes
and I would cook something
for everyone to enjoy after a
challenge! It is so fun to film.
Favourite part of filming?
We get to do such great things
– I loved zip lining, banger car
racing and always seeing the
others enjoy the food. Although
they do also criticise too…
Funniest TV moment?
Has to be either drawing on
Dad’s face with a Sharpie when
he was sleeping or the time we
went on James Corden’s The
Late Late show and Dad set off
the fire alarms when he cooked
bacon on the stove.
Do you have a favourite recipe?
My Rainbow Cake!
How do you come up with your
recipe ideas?
From watching others cook,
eating out and looking in books.
I try recipes and make them
personal by taking out bits
and changing to my favourite
foods and experimenting. You
can never go wrong, having
confidence is also very important.

Top left clockwise: The Ramsays - Jack, Holly,
Tilly, Gordon, Tanya and Megan, Tilly’s popcorn
chicken & prawns, Matilda and the Ramsay Bunch
backpacks, Tilly’s meatball subs, with Dad, Gordon.

“…my friends and I love to have
dinners where we pair up and each
pair cooks a course – it’s social and it’s
competitive and we all love that!”
What should everyone be able
to cook?
A good breakfast! Especially
scrambled eggs – I think
everyone does it differently –
they certainly do in our house!
What advice would you give to
all aspiring young chefs?
Have confidence and listen to
your critics.
What have you learnt from
Mum and Dad?
Food is fun and social and eating
is the very best family time.
How do you relax?
I love to go running and to also
spend time with my friends.

Plans for another cookbook or
TV series?
I would love to do more but
right now I have to focus on
my A Levels for next summer.
Where do you see yourself in
20 years’ time?
Wow, that is ages away,
hopefully cooking and still
having fun!
Tilly’s Kitchen
Takeover by
Tilly Ramsay
is published
by Hodder &
Stoughton
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A Five-Star FAMILY

Legendary hotelier Sir Rocco Forte is synonymous
with his chain of luxe hotels. He talks to Amanda
Morison about his legacy and the exciting properties
that will open over the next few years

S

Rocco is greeted in similar style. I comment
ay the word “Forte” and you’re in Dyson,
on how Italian Brown’s Hotel Mayfair feels.
Hoover and Selfridges territory because
“Italian? How? This place aims to be very British”, he
the name and the brand are the same. Sir
says, while I stutteringly explain I meant that many
Rocco Forte’s father Charles founded the
of the staff and guests are Italian-speaking, and
hospitality chain aged 26 in 1935 with the
there’s the wherewithal to make a complimentary
Strand Milk Bar, swiftly expanding into motorway
Bellini in the lobby.
service stations, restaurants and
I turn the conversation into
hotels. Sir Rocco took over as
what I hope is less contentious
CEO in 1983, and despite losing
territory than the right time
the brand name in a hostile
of day for caffeine – family. Sir
takeover bid in 1995, now presides
Rocco founded RF Hotels, now
over 12 of the world’s most luxe
Rocco Forte Hotels, in 1996 with
hotels, with up to 10 more to
his sister Olga Polizzi. His three
come over the next few years.
children Lydia, Irene and Charles
Sir Rocco worked from a young
work in the business. He believes
age during school holidays, in the
family gives a unique atmosphere
kitchen, housekeeping, behind
and “sense of belonging” that
the snack bar: “You name the
rival five stars simply don’t have.
department, I worked there. I
I ask if he’d have supported his
don’t care if someone is from a
children in different dreams, say
Swiss hotel school, if you haven’t
becoming a comedian? A stare, a
come through the industry
pause, and the answer: “ I didn’t
you can’t run a hotel”. This
force them, they wanted to come
uncompromising – but unfailingly
in. Being a comedian isn’t exactly
courteous – attitude helps define
Above: Brown’s Hotel London: the recently
remunerative, so no, I’m not very
Sir Rocco. Having spent his entire renovated Front Hall, and the Kipling Suite,
life in a hotel environment – named after the author who penned The Jungle keen on that idea”.
Book here. Right: Sir Rocco’s children, Lydia,
Hospitality has never been
“When I’m in one of my hotels it Irene and Charles, and his sister, Olga Polizzi,
known for as a nine-to-five
feels like home”, when he’s a guest Deputy Chairman and Director of Design.
environment, and Sir Rocco
he knows exactly what he wants.
believes it’s no easier today. “I never resented it. I had
I meet him at Brown’s Hotel in Mayfair, and
my lie-ins, and was perfectly capable of staying up
a member of his retinue asks if he’d like a double
till 4am and being back at work at 9”. Asked about
espresso. “It’s the afternoon!” he exclaims, “Tea
a work life balance, he calls it, “a bit of a nonsense. If
please. Why would I want coffee?” he asks, in a
you believe in something you think about it all the
tone of some surprise. My first sentence to Sir

PROFILE

“You name the department, I worked there. I don’t care
if someone is from a Swiss hotel school, if you haven’t come
through the industry you can’t run a hotel”
time. If you’re in charge you can’t suddenly switch off.
If you don’t like it you shouldn’t be doing it”.
It’s no surprise to discover that Sir Rocco likes
being active. An Oxford Blue in fencing, and veteran
of many a marathon and Iron Man – his last when
he was 60 – Sir Rocco talks about a holiday to the
Maldives that he only agreed to on the condition
he could play golf there. His wife discovered Velaa
Private Island, and Sir Rocco describes a packed

schedule of an hour’s golf lesson, two hours practice,
a 2km swim in the sea, bit of snorkelling, and the
gym for an hour. “I managed to get through the day
before dinner”, he smiles.
What has changed in those decades since Sir
Rocco first started work? “There are a hell of a lot
more women in senior roles. Now it’s all about
wellness, with gyms and spas – even vegetarian
menus are relatively new. Technology has given us ››
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PHOTOGRAPHY: © JULIAN BROAD (FAMILY), JANOS GRAPOW (INTERIORS AT BROWNS), CHARLIE MCKAY (JUNGLE JULEP COCKTAIL)

Above: Sir Rocco favourites: Le Sirenuse in
Positano, and golf at Velaa Private Island,
the Maldives

“I hate super
computerised hotel rooms
when it takes me half an
hour to work out how to
switch off the lights…”
things like daily pricing – good – but in some ways
it complicates things. I hate super computerised
hotel rooms when it takes me half an hour to work
out how to switch off the lights, and waiters on a
computer with their backs to customers. More
happily, the dress code is more relaxed. Most of the
time – I was in a hotel in Italy that insisted on a
jacket and tie at dinner. I had to borrow one. The
guy at the next door table had to wear a tie with his
T-shirt. Looked bloody ridiculous”. Sir Rocco likes
hotels that relate to their surroundings, and loves
the atmosphere of Le Sirenuse in Positano and the
Beverly Hills Hotel in Los Angeles.
Sir Rocco frequently refers back to family, saying
how lucky he is to work with his sister Olga Polizzi,
with her, “natural understanding of decoration”. He
admits that back in the day he didn’t think about
design very much. He always looks at prototype

Clockwise from left: Sir Rocco at his first
Rome outpost, Hotel de Russie; the new
Rocco Forte House, Rome, and another
favourite, the Beverly HIlls Hotel

rooms, though often more from the point of view of
guest comfort. His own style he describes as, ‘Rich
colours and a bit of fussiness. I like a bit of clutter.”
Aged 74, Sir Rocco is showing no sign of slowing
down. He feels the group could get to 25 or 30
hotels without changing the culture, and wants to be
in Miami, New York and Paris. Rocco Forte House,
the group’s second Rome hotel, opened this year and
a grand hotel in Palermo is slated to open May 2020.
So the family whose forte is running immaculate
hotels looks set to continue as a Great British success
story. With succession guaranteed, we look forward
to spending time with the clan as often as possible.

TIME FOR A TA IL
FESTIVE COCK
Brown’s Hotel, London is partnering with
Paul Smith and being transformed into a
festive tropical fantasia to celebrate the
125th anniversary of the publication of The
Jungle Book.
Rudyard Kipling stayed at Brown’s when
he was writing the book, and the Jungle
Julep cocktail, £19, by maestro Salvatore
Calabrese, will be available in Donovan’s
Bar until 5 January 2020. It features Monkey
47 gin with hints of banana, lime, blackberry
and coconut. roccofortehotels.com
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FUN FACTS

fruit juice

According to
tradition, you should
eat one mince pie
on each of the 12
days of Christmas to
bring good luck

In 2015, Cherry
Yoshitake managed
to eat 71 baked beans
in a minute - picked
out of a bowl with
a chopstick

Chewing
COFFEE
BEANS gets
rid of BAD
BREATH

Dark

chocolate
is healthier than

Apples
belong to the
ROSE family,
as do pears
and plums
The humble

banana
shares up to
60%

of its DNA with
humans

The longest
string of liquorice
ever made,
measured

244
metres

Velociraptors
were roughly
the same size
as a large
TURKEY

You’ll NEVER
guess what?

We’ve rounded up our favourite fascinating food facts
for you to wow your friends with this winter

957

The typical
number of
calories in
the average
Christmas dinner

The most
STOLEN
food in the
world is
CHEESE

The UK consumes
on average

7 litres

of ice cream per
person per year.
That’s 14 tubs!
ips were cons

and finally… Fish and ch
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Putting tangerines in
Christmas stockings
comes from 12thcentury French nuns
who left socks of
fruit and nuts at
houses of the poor

In Japan,
eel and squid
are popular
PIZZA
TOPPINGS

idered so British that the dish

was us
ed

You can

hear

rhubarb grow

Cranberries are
commonly referred
to as “bounce berries”
because they bounce
when they’re ripe.

as a code-name for the D-Day landings

PHOTOGRAPHY: © PNGFLY.COM

A quarter
of the world’s
HAZELNUTS
are used for
NUTELLA

INTERVIEW

Dermot and his
feline friends

Dermot O’Leary is a much loved
household name famous for the
X Factor and Radio 2, but did
you know he also writes books?
We caught up with Dermot on his
new book in the Toto The Ninja
Cat series and life in general…

What was the inspiration for the Toto series?
“The idea for Toto first came to me when my wife
and I rescued two stray cats from an olive grove in
Italy. One of them, Toto, has been blind from birth,
but we quickly realised she had ninja-like reactions.
Like a lot of cat owners, we like to imagine our pets

having secret lives when we’re out or asleep. Before
I knew it, I was writing about Toto and her brother
Silver’s nocturnal adventures.”
Did you always like writing?
“I’ve always done it – it’s been a creative outlet for
me. I come from a big family of Irish readers and ››
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there were always books, papers and magazines
everywhere. The inspiration came from all of that
around me.”
Favourite childhood books?
“My mum used to read to us all the time and
my dad was a great story teller. Brer Rabbit was
a favourite and then when I was older, Roald
Dahl and Raymond Briggs. By 11 and 12, I was
immersed in reading all the mythical fighting
fantasy books by authors such as Steve
Jackson and Ian Livingstone.”
Do you have any other cats?
“We had two and then one sadly
passed. Toto is still alive and we’ve
added Socks.”
Dogs?
“I always wanted a dog! We were
going to get a dog the same year
we got Toto. Her mum, Plucksy
hung around the villa pregnant.
I had to go home but Dee stayed
up with her all night when she
had the kittens and that was that
really - I just love animals…”
Advice for young writers?
“The biggest mistake I made at school was not
to take History – I loved history. I was good
at English, Drama and RE but I regret not
studying History. Don’t be afraid of a passion
statement - if you love drama and music do it –
your passion is not going to go away!”
Favourite musical festival?
“Glastonbury is the daddy of them all. I went
to Wilderness and I enjoyed that as well as
Latitude and I really like working at Festival but
Glastonbury just has a sense of wonder and awe
there. I love the fact that everyone’s just accepted
– there’s no judgment.”

“DON’T BE AFRAID
OF A PASSION
STATEMENT – YOUR
PASSION IS NOT
GOING TO GO AWAY!”

Lionel ‘The Legend’ Rich
ie
stole the show at Glaston
bury

Dermot with the
excited crowds
auditioning for Simon
Cowell’s X Factor

Most memorable Sets?
“Adele for me was just a great moment to
experience. Being side stage of Lionel
Richie - mother of god – that was
one of the best gigs I’ve seen in my
life! He was playing the Legend Slot
yet he was so humble he could not
believe that people knew his words.
It was a properly life affirming
euphoric gig! I also saw Gregory
Porter who is a genius of a man.”
TV or Radio?
“LIVE that’s what I’m all about – I
love doing things live. TV is more
creative in the lead up and then has
more structure when you go live.
Radio is more creative as when
you are on air you have the ability
to turn on a sixpence and to become a
proper talking shop.”
On the X Factor…
“Yes, I’m doing it again with Simon, Louis
and Nicole. The great thing about Louis is
that he leaves and then you miss him. He has
this brilliant encyclopaedic music knowledge
that we never shout about and we should.
His Motown knowledge is exceptional.

INTERVIEW

Winter READS

The best new books this term

Juniors

TOTO THE NINJA CAT
AND THE SUPERSTAR
CATASTROPHE

PHOTOGRAPHY: RAY BURMINSTON (MAIN PIC), SHUTTERSTOCK, ILLUSTRATIONS: NICK EAST

by Dermot O’Leary and
illustrated by Nick East

Nicole is sunshine on a rainy day! She’s a great
combination of insanity, expertise and passion.”
Career breaks?
“I always say that success is based on luck, talent
and hard work all aligned at the same time. I’ve got
mates who are probably better presenters than me
but who are just not as lucky. I got the call up for
Big Brother’s Little Brother - where I got my live
experience, and they let me help produce the show.
Then Simon gave me a shot on the X Factor…”
More Toto books to come and maybe a movie?
“I’ll carry on doing the books for as long as they
want me to do them but I want to write other
stuff as well. If there was a film, I don’t know
about the cats but I would love Richard E Grant
to play Catface. Originally I based Catface on a
combination of Stephen Fry and John Bercow.
There is something wonderfully rakish about
Richard and I’m thrilled he’s going through this
renaissance. He’s a terrific actor and a lovely man.”
How do you relax?
“I take a lot of exercise. I’m very energetic as a
person but I like to just ‘be’ quite often. I’m such
an extrovert but also part of me is introvert. I’m a
social animal so I recharge by being on my own or
with my wife and cats. I also love culture, the play
station and going to plays. I’m also never happier
than when I’m swimming in the sea. My wife Dee
is Norwegian and we often swim in the fiords!”
Favourite food?
“Anything chargrilled – I love a good barbecue.
I’ve nailed Carne Esada!”

After months of keeping London
safe from the notorious animal
bad guys, Toto the Ninja Cat is going on a well-earned
holiday to the world’s most famous music festival –
Catstonbury! But an evil villain has a dastardly plan
to hypnotise the crowd when a world-famous band is
on stage, turning them into evil minions. How can Toto
possibly prevent the catastrophe when everyone thinks
the band is the cat’s pyjamas? It will take all Toto’s ninja
skills – and some help from a friendly otter – to save
the day. £9.99 Amazon

Seniors

THE PLACES I’VE
CRIED IN PUBLIC
by Holly Bourne

Amelie fell hard for Reese. And she
thought he loved her too. But she’s
starting to realise that real love
isn’t supposed to hurt like this. So
now she’s retracing their story, revisiting all the places he
made her cry. Because if she works out what went wrong,
perhaps she can finally learn how to get over him.

£7.99 Waterstones

Adults
CHRISTMAS AT
HIGHCLERE

by The Countess of
Carnarvon

Highclere Castle, known as ‘the
real Downton Abbey’, bustles with activity at the best
of times, but it is never more alive than at Christmas.
Christmas at Highclere is a look behind the scenes at
the routines and rituals that make the castle the most
magical place to be throughout the festive season.

£30 (Hardback) Preface Publishing
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The TALENT
behind the tweed
Really Wild Clothing founder, Natalie Lake, creates luxury classic
British clothes for women. We ask her how she started this high fashion
brand which so cleverly bridges the gap between town and country
How was Really Wild born?
Back when I took up clay
pigeon shooting in 2002 I was
unable to find the sort of kit
I wanted to wear. I wanted
something feminine fitting in
pretty coloured tweeds. So with
my design background and the
love of the English countryside,
Really Wild was born.
What’s changed since the
business started?
Definitely the growth of
e-commerce. This route to
market has given us the
opportunity to be creative in how
we show our collection and I
love that it is ever changing.
What have been your highlights?
The opening of our two boutique

Product Images L-R:
Black Leather Biker Boots £245,
Spanish Boots Brown Leather £315
(Tall Boots), Cable Roll neck in Citrus
Grey £195, Luxury Wrap in Denim
Moss Tartan £135

shops in Marlow and Sloane
Square, London. It has been
a personal ambition to have a
flagship store in London.
And your toughest moment?
The manufacturing and quality
of it, is key to the business. In the
early years I took this on first hand
and it was a considerable learning
lesson! We now manufacture
small runs in a variety of designs
to mitigate leftover stock in one
particular style.
What’s the future of the brand?
For Really Wild to be a wellknown luxury international
boutique brand, inspired by the

“I have always
been a frustrated
artist at heart.”

Trench Coat Fawn/Rose
£445, Trousers with Zip
Fawn/Rose £235, Liberty
Silk Peter Pan Collar
Shirt Blush Haze £195,
Sheepskin Hat Loden £145

country, designed for modern life.
Do you have any favourite pieces
from your collection?
Too many, but a particular
favourite is our Liberty silk shirt
dress in Navy Spice Lillies worn
with one of our leather beaded
belts and trainers.
What’s your top on-trend piece
this Winter?
Outback Hat
Camel £75,
Double-breasted
Long Coat Slate
Blue £495, Classic
Roll neck Slate
Blue £275

PROMOTION

Double-breasted Jacket, Blue Prince Of Wales
£375, Liberty Silk Shirt Dress Navy/Spice Lilies
£395, Italian Enamel Studded Belt Brown £149,
Hereford Tweed Cap Green Blue/Rust £50,
Toscana Shearling Scarf Butterscotch £155

AW19 sees a more modern
way of dressing, mixing it up
with an unstructured silk dress
layered with a chunky knit, worn
underneath an oversized tweed
coat with a pair of trainers for
an everyday look. Our Hoxton
Mohair coat would be a perfect
choice for this season.
Which fashion designers do you
most often wear?
The French brand Sandro for
their modern city styling and
equally, Rag & Bone for their
fashion forward urban look. I
also buy Massimo Dutti for
staple classics which I mix and
match with Really Wild for my
own individual look.

What is your one item of go-to
clothing/wardrobe staple?
I am often in a pair of jeans, so
a pretty floral Liberty RW shirt
worn with a tailored jacket or
coat thrown over the top.
How do you manage your life/
work balance?
My girls are grown up and living
in London so I have more time
in the week to focus on work

BOUTIQUES

53 Sloane Square
London
SW1W 8AX
london@reallywildclothing.com
+44 (0) 1491 352 600

and enjoy the weekends with my
family, friends and four dogs.
What’s your advice for young
aspiring fashion designers?
All potential designers have to
have a tremendous passion for
what they design.
What’s your motto for life?
Be kind and enjoy life; what you
put in is what you get out.

105 High Street
Marlow
SL7 1AB
marlow@reallywildclothing.com
+44 (0) 1628 481 570
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HEADS UP!

Twenty one Prep School Headmasters
have raised over £90,000 following their
Heads Up Challenge. Brainchild of Elstree
Headmaster, Sid Inglis, the aim was to raise
awareness and funds for the mental health
charity Place2Be. Sid explains all…
Where did the idea for the
challenge originate?
I did some research on the Heads
Together campaign, which aims
to generate positive change in the
national conversation on mental
health. I thought I could gather
some ‘Heads Together’ to raise
money for this important cause.
Sitting under the Heads
Together umbrella is ‘Place2Be’,
which is a fantastic charity
supporting children’s mental
health, emotional resilience and
well-being. Their vision is for all
children to have the vital support
they need to help build life-long
coping skills and to thrive.
Every school has the mental
health of their pupils and staff

at the heart of everything they
do. As Heads, we know it’s very
important to tackle the stigmas
associated with mental health
issues head on, and act now to
help provide support.
Being Head of a busy school
can be a lonely job and to have
the opportunity to spend some
quality time with like-minded
people, whilst completing a
challenge was very rewarding and
truly memorable. Everyone has
agreed that they have entered the
new academic year with renewed
energy, vigour and enthusiasm.
What did the challenge involve
and how was it organised?
The challenge was a 14 hour
kayak, cycle and hike from dawn
till dusk. We kayaked over three
miles, the cycle covered 50 miles
and the hike was 12 miles.
I decided to invite 25 Prep
Schools Heads to join me and
I managed to persuade 20 to
be part of the challenge. Their
response to it was brilliant and
they all put in huge amounts
of training to prepare for the
challenge. There was lots of

Over £90,000 and rising…

Thumbs up for

Crusading Headmasters,
Pembrokeshire, August 2019.

organisation involved, but when a
plan eventually comes together it
makes it all worthwhile.
We were very fortunate to be
very generously sponsored by
Featherstone Partners, a leading
private wealth management firm
providing clients with financial
advice including school fee
planning. We were also provided
with some cutting edge, colourful
kit by XXV Sportswear. Preseli
Venture had done an amazing
job with the routes, back up

CHARITY
“At some point in our lives, most of us will suffer from stress, anxiety or
depression, if that period is during childhood it must be extremely distressing,
hard to diagnose and difficult to resolve. Featherstone was therefore delighted
to support the headmasters to raise money for Place2Be which helps children
with mental health issues and have pledged to support any future events.”
James Barton, Featherstone Partners

“Thanks to the Heads Up Challenge and the 21 Head Teachers that took
part, Place2Be will be able to provide counselling to more children and
young people in these schools, helping them to overcome mental health
challenges, to get the most out of their education and thrive.”
Anna Fletcher, Head of Corporate Partnerships, Place2Be

support and very comfortable
accommodation. Their lead guide,
Tommy, supported us the whole
way and local bike guru, Scott,
was invaluable on the bike ride.
Are there plans for more Heads
Up challenges?
Definitely. We all got so much
out of the challenge in so many
ways that I am sure that we will
plan another one. I would love
to make it an annual event even
if it’s not always for charity. We
have raised a fantastic amount

for Place2Be, over £90,000 and
rising. It is important that all
our schools keep the mental
health of the pupils and staff at
the forefront of their thinking.
We hope to reach the magic
£100,000 mark before too long.
Can people still donate?
Yes, absolutely. Any further
support would be much
appreciated. We have a Heads
Up Just Giving page:
justgiving.com/companyteams/
HeadsUpforPlace2Be

Headmasters - braving
the elements for charity
Ben Beardmore-Gray Moulsford
Chris Searson Beaudesert Park
Daniel Thornburn –
Edgeborough
Dominic Floyd Mount Kelly
Duncan Bailey – Cothill House
Giles Tollit - Horris Hill
Henry Knight – Belhaven Hill
Jonathan Bartlett - St Andrew’s
Jonathan Perry – Lambrook
Martin Harris - Cheam
Neal Bailey - Mowden Hall
Neil Brooks- Cranleigh Prep
Sid Inglis - Elstree (pictured)
Simon Barber – Ludgrove
Stephen Ilett - Port Regis
Titus Mills – Walhampton
Tom Bunbury – Papplewick
Tom Dawson – Sunningdale
Will Brooks – Brambletye
Will Goldsmith - St. George’s Windsor
Will Lockett – Abberley Hall
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INTERVIEW

A Teetotal TRIUMPH
Launched in 2015, Seedlip is now served in over
26 international cities and 250 Michelin star
restaurants and is the fashionable and delicious
solution to What to drink when you’re Not drinking®.
Founder, Ben Branson tells us how it all began… ››
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THE BLENDS
Seedlip Garden 108

captures the essence of the
English countryside with
sophisticated top notes of
the handpicked peas and
hay from the founder’s family
farm with a complex herbal
base character of spearmint,
rosemary and thyme.

Tell us about your heritage and how it shaped
your career path?
Seedlip is definitely a product of my upbringing!
My mother’s side of the family are in farming
and my father is in design. Creating a distilled
non-alcoholic spirit was the perfect opportunity
to bring together my mother’s farming heritage
and my father’s brand design expertise to rid the
world of poor, fruity and sweet mocktails and offer
something grown-up!
What was the lightbulb moment behind Seedlip?
In 2013, whilst researching interesting herbs
I could grow at home, I came across a book
written in 1651 called ‘The Art of Distillation’
that documented distilled herbal remedies – both
alcoholic and non-alcoholic. Ever the tinkerer, I
was so curious, I bought a copper still and began
experimenting in my kitchen. Three months later I
was out for dinner at a nice restaurant in London,
not drinking and got offered this pink, fruity,
sweet, childish mocktail. Surely there must be a
better way!
Who has motivated you the most?
I keep very much in mind and his name tattooed
on my arm, my great-grandfather. Knighted for
his services to agriculture and philanthropy, he
was a true entrepreneurial character.
Did your school days influence your career path?
I loved being outside. Was happiest on the
sports field and learnt a lot about leadership,
competition, winning, teamwork and resilience.
What advice can you give to the next generation
looking to get into the drinks business?
If you genuinely solve a need that people have,
stay single-mindedly true to solving it amidst all

Seedlip Grove 42

is a celebration of the
Orange; an adult, citrus
blend of copper-pot
distillates including Bitter
Orange, Mandarin, Blood
Orange, Lemongrass,
Ginger & Lemon.

“… the NOgroni. Really
simple to make and is
short, bold and strong!”

the distractions and bring your company to life in
a meaningful and desirable way.
What is your favourite Seedlip cocktail?
Right now…. It’s the NOgroni. Our take on the
classic Negroni that uses both our brands. Seedlip
Spice, Æcorn Bitter and Æcorn Aromatic. Really
simple to make and is short, bold and strong!
Who is the typical Seedlip customer?
Today there are lots of different reasons someone
might not want to drink alcohol. We call them
the aren’ts, can’ts and don’ts. There are also the
“shouldn’ts” ha! Seedlip is for those who can’t
drink: [pregnancy, medication, the designated
driver for example] those who aren’t: [having a
night or week off, lunch time, perhaps an early

INTERVIEW

Seedlip Spice 94

is aromatic with strong
spice (All Spice Berries
& Cardamom) and citrus
(lemon & grapefruit peel)
top notes & a long bitter
from the highest quality
barks (Oak and Cascarilla).

start the next day], to those who just don’t drink.
How do you decide which herbs and spices blend
well together and what combinations work best?
It took two years to develop a bespoke maceration,
distillation and filtration process for each
individual plant we work. Lots of trial, error,
research and testing and many discussions with
botanists, distillers and historians to develop
Seedlip Spice, Seedlip Garden and Seedlip Grove.
Where do you see the drink industry heading?
Trend wise, there is definitely a growing
acceptance that better NA options need to be
considered and offered but it’s still such early days!
Globally we are at the beginning of a paradigm
shift in the role drinks play in people’s lives with
a number of bigger cultural forces at work that
mean the timing and need for quality, adult NA
options has certainly never been more relevant.
What’s next for Seedlip?
To continue to lead and expand the non-alcoholic
category – we are still just scratching the surface
of its potential, and with the launch of Æcorn
Aperitifs, this will take us a step closer to our aim
of changing the way the world drinks by offering
more choice for those who wish not to drink, for
whatever reason. We’re just getting started!
Do you find you drink less alcohol yourself now?
Definitely, I’m always keen to try people’s nonalcoholic Seedlip cocktails!
What do you do to relax?
With Seedlip now available in over 25 countries
in just three years, I spend a lot of time travelling,
so coming home to the countryside, the woods,
fields, my dogs, family and fresh air are definitely
luxuries in my life and a great way to switch off.

BEN’S FESTIVE
COCKTA ILS
“At this time of year we’re
looking for some warmth
and depth of flavour.
Here are three favourites.”

From the Field
F R O M T H E F I E L D
Chilled cocktail glass
• 60ml Seedlip Garden Chilled
108Cocktail Glass
Seedlip Garden 108 - 60ml | 2oz
• 15ml Apple & Plum cordial
Apple & Plum Cordial - 15ml | 1"2 oz
• 30ml sparkling water
Sparkling Water - 30ml | 1oz
Combine
Combine
Garnish w Pea Pod
Garnish with a pea pod
th

Citrus Fizz
Chilled champagne flute C I T R U S F I Z Z
• 50ml Seedlip Grove 42
Chilled Champagne Flute
Seedlip Grove 42 - 50ml | 1 3"4 oz
• 25ml Organic marmalade
Organic Marmalade Cordial* - 25ml | 3"4 oz
cordial*
Stir & Strain
Stir & strain.
Top wth Cold Sparkling Water
Top with cold sparkling water.
Garnish wth Orange Zest
Garnish with orange zest.

*Organic Marmalade Cordial – Mix 300g Organic Marmalade Wth 150ml Hot Water. Fine stra

Spice & Black

bottle. Store in fridge.

S P I C E

&

B L A C K

Highball full of ice
Highball full of ice
• 50ml Seedlip Spice 94
Seedlip Spice 94 - 50ml | 1 3"4 oz
Top with
Organic Blackcurrant Cordial - 25ml |3"4oz
Top wth Cawston Fizzy Apple
• 25ml organic blackcurrant
Combine
cordial
Garnish wth Large Lemon Zest
• Cawston Fizzy Apple
Combine. Garnish with large
lemon zest.
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Best family

SPORTS RESORTS
Melissa Barker, Owner of Travelbeam Luxury Holidays
shares her top European holidays for sporty families

Gold

Silver

Forte Village, Sardinia

Sani Resort, Greece

Our children adored the
academies (15 in total) run by
sporting heroes such as Dennis
Wise and Austin Healey. Dance
and netball for our daughters
and Chelsea Soccer School and
rugby for our son. There’s also a
water park with slides, miles of
sandy beach and cuisine from
Michelin-starred chefs.

This vast resort set by a nature
reserve, ticks all the sport boxes
with Chelsea Football camp,
Rafa Nadal Tennis and Sailing
Academies. Evenings are spent
enjoying live shows, beach parties
and dining in one of 24 amazing
restaurants. This holiday paradise
even has a roaming van offering
free ice cream!

I loved… enjoying a
sundowner straight
off the beach in
trendy Polynesian
bar Mahiki.

I loved … hiring a
yacht and setting
sail for a remote
village restaurant.

Do get in touch to discuss your holiday plans:
0345 845 0145 | www.travelbeam.co.uk
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Bronze

Pine Cliffs Resort,
Portugal
Residing in a breath-taking
location on a red cliff top and
overlooking an unspoilt beach,
this sprawling resort has fantastic
sports facilities such as a Annabel
Croft tennis and a Campioni
soccer school. There’s an
effortless magical ‘summer camp’
atmosphere for families.

I loved … the super
trendy spacious
new Garden Suites.

PROFILE

GILES
COREN
Living to eat and
eating to live…

Ferociously bright and not short of a word, Giles Coren is a food
critic, TV star and acclaimed writer. We catch up with Giles at home

W

hether escaping with Giles to
amazing hotels or exploring
historical culinary delights, life is
never dull.
Educated at The Hall School in London
followed by Westminster he then went on to read
English at Oxford. With the intellectual wit of his
father (Alan) and journalistic brilliance of his sister
(Victoria) it is not surprising he landed where he
is today. Although this was not the direction he
intended. “I was not only my dad’s son arriving
at Oxford but also my little sister’s older brother.
I therefore wanted to be a novelist or poet to
differentiate myself. I remember thinking, as long
as I don’t end up writing numerous columns in an
English national broadsheet I’ll be fine!”
With a first class degree from Oxford,
Giles found himself “over qualified and under
experienced. I couldn’t even get back the old bar
job I used to have in the 80’s”. Depressed by the
lack of opportunities in the motherland, he upped
sticks and followed his girlfriend to Paris where he
landed a cushy job working for Ralph Lauren “they
were looking for the English public school boy who
looked the part”. Earning a ‘proper’ salary enabled

him to regularly wine and dine and soon his love
of food blossomed into an in-depth knowledge of
all things Gastronomique. It was this love of food
and intricate knowledge of every aspect of cooking
combined with a brilliant turn of literary phrase
that shaped the Giles we know today. “I spoke
fluent French, I knew every single cheese, taught
myself to cook and had eaten in every Michelin
starred restaurant.”
Back on home soil, his combination of talents
eventually led him to becoming a food critic.
“The year in France had paid off ” but he is keen
to highlight that it was not his passion for food
but his knowledge that got him where he is today.
“Everyone is passionate about food - we all have to
eat three times a day but it is the knowledge that
counts.” Then followed a successful and on-going
career as a writer and food critic for The Times, a
novelist (he was the co-author for James Dyson’s
autobiography) and features writer for Esquire,
Tatler, and GQ. Never afraid to tell it how it is
his witty reviews always get attention and not
always for the right reasons!
When asked what is the most important attribute
for being a food critic he’s quick to point out ››
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that everyone can love food but you need to be able
to write about it. “Learn to write is the key thing –
write everyday – the food thing comes later. If you
can’t write it’s not going to happen.”
Stepping onto our screens was a natural
progression, Giles looked the part, knew his
stuff and was guaranteed to keep us entertained.
“I got into TV as I was the only restaurant critic
that wasn’t fat and was reasonably handsome!”
The Supersizers with Sue Perkins, Back in Time
for Dinner and Eat to Live Forever are just some
of the many food programmes and documentaries
that Giles has fronted. “The hotel thing (Amazing
Hotels: Life beyond the lobby) then grew out of food
and I was incredibly fortunate to be in the right
place at the right time.”
Happily married to the gorgeous Esther and
with two kids, Kitty and Sam, life is pretty good
although travelling away from family is tough.
When they first got together Esther didn’t like
cooking. But now, not only can Esther cook, she
has also published cookbooks and was the brain
behind the hilarious food blog Recipe Rifle. As
Giles says tongue in cheek “I married her for her
body and then she taught herself to cook!”
His favourite restaurant is Singapore Garden in
Fairfax Road where “You eat spicy food, drink lots
of cold beer and leave sober but exhilarated!”
When asked to name his favourite hotel he
finds this harder. On reflection he decides
that Giraffe Manor in South Africa is
truly magical. “It’s like an Edwardian
golf club but with giraffes!”

Above: A typical dish from
favourite restaurant Singapore
Garden, London and the magical
Giraffe Manor, Kenya. Below: Sue
Perkins and Monica Galetti

“I got into TV as I was the only
restaurant critic that wasn’t fat
and was reasonably handsome!”
Looking ahead, there will be another series of
Amazing Hotels which will see Giles and Monica
Galetti experiencing the best of Scotland, Venice,
India, St Lucia and the Alps. He is also fronting a
programme - Eating the Years showing on BBC 2
this Christmas. For this The Fat Duck of 1997 will
be brought back to its heyday with the same menu,
staff and even the celebrities who ate there.
When asked what his motto for life is, Giles
quickly replies “It’s not long so hold your
breath” then true to character after a bit of
soul searching he borrows a line from a
Julian Barnes novel: “Never make the
mistake of comparing the inside of your
life with the outside of someone else’s.”

A N’S
THE COR EN CL
D
FESTIVE FOO TIPS
Christmas at the
Corens will be a blast.
Guaranteed delicious
food, copious amounts
to eat, lots of laughs,
children running wild
and politically incorrect
conversation!

Always have a
ham on hand

Always rest the
Turkey for longer
than you think
before eating

Time Christmas
lunch around the
roast potatoes

Mulled wine with
roasted almonds and
sweetened with dried
fruit, steeped for 24 hrs

Lots of Jamie
Oliver winter
coleslaw
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Dreaming of a
WHITE CHRISTMAS

No-one does Christmas better than the White Company. Founder,
Chrissie Rucker OBE celebrates 25 years and shares her top tips
Creating the perfect Christmas
‘look’ can be stressful. There is
always so much to choose from
and never enough time. Often it’s
the subtle little things that bring
a room or table to life. Creating
a Christmas to remember is
something the White Company
does best and with advice from
the inspirational Chrissie we can
all make Christmas everything it
should be and more.
Adopt a mind-set of ‘It’s OK
not to be perfect’.
As a working mum with a large
family I know only too well
that Christmas can be very
overwhelming. I have learnt over
the years that it’s really ok not to
be perfect and it is even more ok
to cheat!
Aim to finish presents &
wrapping before December!
A good friend of mine said to

me about five years ago that she
did all her Christmas shopping
and wrapping by the end of
November. I remember thinking
wow that is just too organised!
But the next year I tried it and I
have never looked back.
Decorate in good time
I aim to have decorated the
house as much as possible two
weeks before Christmas and I
mix real and faux! You can find
some amazing faux finishes for
trees, wreaths and garlands and if

you mix these up with fairy lights
and candles and add any real
flowers and greenery a couple of
days before, it’s a real timesaver.
Have more than one tree!
When it comes to our main tree,
I like to keep it simple. White
fairy lights go on first and then
a mixture of glass and white
baubles and we always do the tree
all together with the children. I
also love to use smaller pre-lit
faux trees on the windowsills in
the kitchen and in guest rooms.
Dress–up mantelpiece’s
A mantelpiece is a great focal
point of the room to make extra
special at Christmas. I love to
dress ours with greenery from
the garden or a faux garland
then wind in fairy lights (battery
operated are a great option) and
then add a few pine cones or tree
decorations and layer in some
storm lanterns with candles.

GET THE LOOK
L-R: Ceramic Hearts (6), £15. Ultimate
metal wreath, £65. Little Mountain House,
£6. Large Sequinned snowflake topper,
£15. Glitter star decoration, £4. Glitter
snowflake decoration, £4. Captured wire
tealight holder, £12. Ultimate Green and
Berry Garland, £75. Black tall candlestick,
£30. Black small candlestick, £20. Luxury
Christmas Crackers (6), £45. Sparkly Gold
Fern Present Toppers (12), £12. Round
Beaded Placemats (2), £38. Unisex Classic
cotton robe, £55. Winter Fragrance oil,£8
Knitted Love Cushion cover, £35

Around the home

On the tree

ENTERTAINING

“It really is ok
not to be perfect
and it is even more
ok to cheat!”

On the mantle

On the table

Be guest room ready
Start with a really comfy bed,
lovely linen and soft pillows. At
Christmas time try to get the
rooms ready a week before and
dress beds with extra cosy throws
and cushions. Every guest room
ideally needs to smell great (use
a diffuser) have a super soft robe,
towels, soap and some special
treats to use in the bath or
shower. Magazines or books are
great for making it a lovely place
to retreat to and on the day of
arrival add a vase of fresh flowers,
water and an alka-seltzer to the
bedside table!
Enjoy dressing the table
It’s the perfect time of year to
make the table look extra special
and add some sparkle. I start
with a white linen table cloth
and napkins, plus always use our
best glasses and china. Beaded
place mats look fantastic and add
a magical glow as do mirrored
scapers and layers of candles,
tall and small. For flowers I stick
to white and mix in seasonal
greenery, with snowberries and
herbs such as rosemary. In each
place setting, I add a cracker
and tie the napkin with some
greenery, a small decoration and a
named white heart gift tag.

In the guest room
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THE GOOD LIFE

Don’t give it all up for a smallholder’s life. The nation’s farm shops
offer all the seasonal and sustainable eating you could wish for,
and they’ll do the muddy boots bit as well

SUFFOLK
FOOD HALL
Wherstead, Ipswitch.
Self-styled “foodie
day out”, and
judged Best Local
Food Venue by
the Countryside Alliance, families pitch up to buy
from the fishmonger, butcher and bakers working
throughout the day. There’s also a chocolatier,
Puzzle Room escape challenge and Cookhouse
Restaurant. Set up in 2009 by cousins Oliver
and Rob Paul, who are often seen tucking
into Red Poll Beef from their farm.
suffolkfoodhall.co.uk

NEWLYNS

ALGY’S FARM
SHOP

Billing ford Road, Bintree,
Dereham, Norfolk.
Run by third generation
farmer Algy Garrod,
who opened the farm
shop in 2005 to sell bird seed and Christmas
trees. Now you can pick your own pumpkins
or pop in for popcorn made with cold-pressed
rapeseed oil grown on the farm, or
stock up on Bray’s Cottage pork pies
and flour produced in Norfolk’s last
working watermill.
algys.co.uk

Lodge Farm, North
Warnborough, Hook.
A traditional 500-acre
mixed farm, run by its
fourth generation, grows
and rears much of the
produce at Newlyns.
Traceability is
all-important, and you’ll find cuts of meat from rare breeds
including Hampshire Down rams, Berkshire pigs and Shorthorn
bulls. There’s a café, cheese room, and an excellent cookery school.
Learn to make steamed bao buns, patisserie or finesse your butchery
skills. Newlyns also offers a House Chef service, which
provides a chef in your kitchen or a fine dining
drop-off service. newlyns-farmshop.co.uk

FORDHALL
FARM

Tern Hill Road, Market
Drayton, Shropshire.
England’s first
community owned farm
has been organic for over
65 years. Its Farm Shop
is stocked with carefully
sourced local goodies, including homecured bacon, handmade sausages and pies
and lots of ale and beer. It’s also a great
day out because visitors are encouraged
to take one of the trails around the
working farm to see the livestock.
fordhallfarm.com

SHOPPING
DARTS FARM

Topsham, Exeter, Devon.
The Best Farm Shop in the UK (Food Reader Awards
2018). Darts Farm is a family business run by three
brothers; retail with Michael and James and the farm
by Paul. Started by their father, Ronald Dart, in a hut
selling produce from the fields and offering ‘pickyour-own’ in the 1970s, today it’s a lifestyle shopping
experience with a working farm at its heart. Specialist
retailers include The AGA Shop, Fired Earth, Orange
Tree, Cotswold, RSPB and the Treatment Loft.
dartsfarm.co.uk

DAYLESFORD

Daylesford near Kingham, Gloucestershire.
So stylish, the carrots have surely come from
central casting, but it truly is all about the
provenance here at the Bamford’s 2,350-acre
farm. Every product has full organic certification
from the Soil Association, and staff will happily
tell you where every cut of British Friesian
Hereford cross beef was reared. You can attend
cookery courses on Nose to Tail Butchery or
Artisan Bread, stay in self-catering cottages and
take a treatment in the Bamford Haybarn Spa.
daylesford.com

BLACKER HALL FARMSHOP

MIDDLE FARM
West Firle, Lewes.
Focused on promoting
the excellence of British
farming, this South Downs
farm and shop’s shelves
bulge with more Sussex
produce than can be found
anywhere. On offer is raw
Jersey milk, 80 cheeses, seasonal fruit and vegetables
and a range of jams and chutneys. Eddie Grundy
would approve of the on-site Cider Barn, home to the
National Collection of Cider & Perry. Apples are
pressed here daily and 100 draught
ciders are served.
middlefarm.com

Branch Road, Calder Grove, Wakefield.
Award-winning (you
can’t argue with
Britain’s best roast
beef) and so local that
90% of everything
sold here is from the
surrounding region.
Click & collect is
popular – order by
1pm and collect from
2.30pm on the same day – and now includes
a popular shellfish platter. The butchers and
fishmongers welcome questions, fillet
to perfection and offer recipe
cards. The wine loft in the
eaves of a 400-year-old barn
contains bottles from around the
world and a growing collection of
Yorkshire artisan gin.
blackerhallfarmshop.co.uk
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Kids Stay FREE

THROUGHOUT SCHOOL HOLIDAYS

New Forest | Hampshire | BH25 6QS
Telephone: 01425 282212
reservations@chewtonglen.com
www.chewtonglen.com
Untitled-1 1
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TRAVEL

Views of Vietnam
After years of holidaying around Europe,
Jo decided to take her teenagers to
Vietnam. Rickshaw Travel helped her
create a personalised itinerary of
unique ‘bite-sized’ trips…
Flavours of Hanoi &
Bai Tu Long Bay
Stepping off the plane and into
the heat, humidity and bustle of
Hanoi was a big culture shock for
our family. We soon got into the
swing of things as we explored
the Old Quarter and watched
artisans at work. In Bai Tu Long
Bay we stayed on a traditional
junk boat sailing the emerald seas
between jungle-topped islands
and sandy coves.
2 Lending a hand in Hue
NIGHTS
After a short flight, we
found ourselves on the banks
of the Perfume River cycling
through the peaceful countryside
of rice paddies and water buffalo.
We all had a go at catching fish
with traditional river nets and
loved the cooking masterclass
making Bánh xèo which means
“sizzling pancake”.
3 A break by the beach in
NIGHTS
Hoi An
Next was a luxurious resort on
the beach; the perfect place for

3

NIGHTS

some downtime. By
night we sat amongst
Water buf falo, Hue
the hustle of riverside
rice and coconut
bars, street food
candy. We travelled
vendors and strings of colourful
down a beautiful waterway to
lanterns. By day, we cycled into
our host family on the island of
the countryside, stopping at local
An Binh. Our rooms, though
temples and thriving markets.
simple, were perfectly cosy and
Scooting through Saigon
we gained a valuable insight into
2
NIGHTS
If you ask my kids about
life on the Mekong.
their highlight, I can guarantee
All good things must come
it was the Vespa tour. My fears
to an end
about sticking them on the
Our trip was the
back of a moped in the rushperfect balance of
hour traffic proved completely
planned activities and
unfounded. The drivers were
the freedom to explore
incredibly skilled and calm
independently. The
taking us to places we’d never
whole experience has
, Saigon
Vespa tour
have found ourselves, from holegiven the family a new
in-the-wall restaurants to live
sense of confidence for
music venues.
travelling. Our next stop… Peru!
A taste of life on the
3
NIGHTS
Mekong
Rickshaw Travel offer familyNext it was time for a slower
friendly holidays across Asia and
pace of life in the Mekong Delta.
North & Latin America. For more
We sailed by boat down the river,
information call 01273 322399
stopping to sip rice wine and
and quote “School Notices” or visit
watching locals make popping
rickshawtravel.co.uk/family-holidays

Fi shin g tr
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K
GREENDS
ISLA

Postcard from the

GREEK
ISLANDS

The Parke family from Cheam School
set sail for sunshine.
Where did you go on your
family adventure?
Sailing through the Ionian
Islands of Greece for two weeks
with friends. We visited Ithaca,
Kephalonia, Meganissi and
Lefkada.
Why did you choose the Greek
Islands?
We had already visited Corfu
and used to sail before having
children, so we knew it was an
easy place to navigate with lots of
lovely bays and harbour towns to
stop off in. Plus, we like the food
and July is not too hot!
What were the trip highlights?
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Sailing in
Ithaca

Paddle-board racing

We had fantastic weather and
some windy days so we could
properly sail. The best part for
the children was meeting up
with other friends on their boats
and all eating together in the
evenings. They also loved being
pulled behind the small tender
on their paddle boards, the family
games of ‘It’s a Knockout’ and
paddle board racing. As you
can imagine it became rather
competitive! There were beautiful
places to stop at night - Fiscardo
and Sivota being our favourites.
Were there any low points?
Mooring! It’s quite stressful
to get the anchor down and
the boat safely tied up without
hitting anyone else.
What was the one essential
piece of kit that you wouldn’t
travel without?
Plenty of mosquito repellent
and bite cream.
Your advice to others thinking
of doing the same?
If you’re not a confident sailor,
you can join a flotilla or hire a
boat with a skipper. It takes away
some of the stress of deciding
where to go and where to stay.
It’s such an excellent holiday for
all the family.
Where are you off to on your
next big adventure?
I am hoping Mexico!

PHOTOGRAPHY: SHUTTERSTOCK

Sunset paddling, Lefkada

TRAVEL

Postcard from

CANADA
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The Roberts family from Lord Wandsworth
College meet the grizzlies!
Where did you go on your
family adventure?
Three weeks in Canada focusing
on British Columbia – choosing
an itinerary was the hardest part
but we had an action-packed trip
visiting cities, mountains, glaciers,
horse and grizzly bear ranches.
Why did you choose Canada?
I had visited Vancouver before
as part of the GB Rifle Team.
Vancouver is a cool, vibrant but
relaxed waterside city - the sort
of place you could imagine living.
What were the trip highlights?
Lots! Grouse Mountain, cycling
round Stanley Park, taking
a seaplane trip to Vancouver
Island to watch the orcas and
riding at a horse ranch. But the
absolute highlight, was staying in
a log cabin at the Grizzly Bear
Ranch, a little oasis buried in the
Kootenay Mountains where we
were lucky enough to spot black
bears and also came face-toVisiting the
Athabasca
Glacier

Riding at Sundance Ranch

Rafting on the Kananaskis River

ADA

CAN

face with a huge grizzly! We
white water rafted, swam in
the breath-takingly cold water,
hiked in the Alpines where the
snow still lingered in odd spots
even in August and spent a day
speed-boating around a huge
lake. Oh and singing around the
camp fire on our last night was
a memory we all still enjoy.
Where there any low points?
The only low point of the whole
trip was leaving!
What was the one essential
piece of kit that you wouldn’t
travel without?
Take your best camera, your
comfiest walking boots and a
big playlist for the car.
Your advice to others thinking
of doing the same?
There is so much to do, so make
the most of the outdoors in this
stunning and friendly country.
Where are you off to on your
next big adventure?
Botswana, but we would go
back to Canada in a heartbeat.

Contemporary
Tailoring for
Tall Women

Designed to fit the taller frame, an Allta jacket gives you the
confidence to achieve your potential www.allta.co.uk

Sunday 16th –
Friday 21st Feb

Blue Forest
THE TREEHOUSE PEOPLE

WWW.BLUEFOREST.COM

To join call: 01256-223060

SKI CAMP 2020

The Business Club Directory

Allta

The Business Club Directory

KINGS TUTORS

Do you have a spare room in your home?
Are you caring, nurturing and supportive?

Become a Host Family
for an international pupil
at a local boarding school
Attractive daily rates
Occasional weekend and half terms only

London's leading private tutoring
agency and education consultancy
www.kingstutors.co.uk 0203 096 0384

Contact Annabel to find out more on
annabel@pippasguardians.co.uk
or call 01684 252757

www.pippasguardians.co.uk

THE RETURN TO WORK SPECIALISTS
Free Network | Advice Hub | Information
Returnships & Permanent Opportunities | Success Stories
Return-to-Work Events | Coaching Support

To join call: 01256-223060

www.womenreturners.com

WRPNetwork

@womenreturners

becky-hall.co.uk
becky@becky -hall.co.uk

Style & Wardrobe Consultation
Personal Shopping
Gif t Vouchers

HANDCRAFTED
www.malawicanefurniture.co.uk
sales@malawicanefurniture.co.uk

COC-05 Autumn.qxp_Autumn directory 06/09/2019 19:04 Page

Email me
with code SN19
for 10% off

Luxury Fur, Silk & Cashmere Scarves &
versatile accessories for a timeless wardrobe.
www.wanderingbee.co.uk

Cooking demonstrations & artisan workshops based in Wiltshire
small groups with lots of tips, tasting and chat.
Book now for dates in Sept, Oct, Nov & Dec 2019
caroline@cocoandroses.co.uk
www.cocoandroses.co.uk/workshops

The Business Club Directory

food & workshops & flowers

To join call: 01256-223060
#dryrobeterritory
#dryrobeterritory
#dryrobeterritory

The Business Club Directory

WHISTLER IS WAITING
FOR YOU...
THE ULTIMATE SKI AND SNOWBOARD COURSES
ADVANCED, OFF PISTE, HELI AND INSTRUCTOR
IDEAL GAP YEAR OR SKI ADVENTURE

HAIRBANDS | BERETS | TRILBIES | FEDORAS
01794 301 777
INFO@ALLTRACKSACADEMY.COM
WWW.ALLTRACKSACADEMY.COM

YOUR PASSPORT TO ADVENTURE...
WWW.JESSCOLLETTMILLINER.COM
@JESSCOLLETTMILLINER

Let me find your dream home...

To join call: 01256-223060

sally@equinepropertyfinder.co.uk

07774944559 relax@villaremvi.com www.villaremvi.com

Happy
Clients.
Great
Results.
We are a London based tutoring
agency covering a wide range of
subjects across all levels. Our team
of tutors have a proven track record
of getting the results you need.

www.the-tutoring-agency.com +44 (0) 7711 415 343

The Business Club Directory

Fantastic family Ski and
Summer holidays in the Alps

La Source Morzine
Bespoke Alpine Luxury www.lasourcemorzine.com

Matching
Beachwear
for the
whole team!
Designed, Printed & Made In Britain www.teambeachwear.co.uk

Exceptional holiday villas for large groups and special occasions

www.passepartout-homes.com

LUXU RIOUS ALPIN E APARTM ENT WITH
5* HOTEL SERVICE S (sleeps 10) SKI IN | SKI OUT
ST. CH RISTOPH , AR LBERG MOU NTAINS
www.stchristophglennmiller.com

To join call: 01256-223060

GLENN MILLER

HEAD SPACE

If you weren’t
Who or what inspired
headmaster, what would
you to teach?
be your dream job?
Three things: firstly,
I wanted to become
my grandfather was a
a DJ for much of my
Headmaster and my
teenage years. I still have
aunt a Deputy Head, so
my decks and record
there may be a genetic
collection so perhaps the
explanation; secondly, I
dream might still happen!
loved my school years,
Your favourite subject at
particularly my Sixth
school?
Form at Haileybury;
Probably Politics, but I
thirdly, the ability to
loved Latin and Greek
influence, shape and
as well.
help transform the lives
Any signature dishes?
of young people is the
I make a mean Crème
greatest privilege there is.
Brulee ice-cream.
Do you have an all time
As the new Head, what
favourite book?
do you hope to bring to
Virgil’s The
Wellington?
Aeneid. The human
Energy, visibility,
experience in its
enthusiasm, clarity of
entirety can be found
purpose, and warmth.
somewhere in it.
James Dahl, new Head of
What music do you
Wellington College on the dreams, What three things
do you need to be a
listen to? Favourite
passions and experiences that
successful headmaster?
piece or song?
have shaped him
Only three?! Vision,
Primarily classical and
values, and a good sense
opera, but I also do a
of humour.
good line in late 1990s
would they be?
What
is
the best advice you
house and techno! Wagner’s
My family, a cocktail-making kit,
would
give
one of your new
Götterdämmerung is unsurpassed.
my Spotify account.
school
joiners?
If I could only listen to Act 3 for
Who would your five ideal
Work hard, be kind and
the rest of my life, I’d die happy.
dinner guests be (famous, living
respectful, pursue every coFavourite play or musical?
or dead)?
curricular opportunity which
I saw Hamilton earlier this
I’d like to make it quite punchy!
takes your fancy, and be yourself.
year - it is a remarkable piece of
The 1st Duke of Wellington,
In one sentence, what is your
theatre. Truly ground-breaking
Napoleon, Julius Caesar, Pericles
school’s ethos?
and breath-taking to experience
and Garibaldi.
To provide a genuinely holistic
in the flesh.
If you were invisible for the day
education which a) is inspiring
Your personal motto in life?
what would you do?
and transformational b) supports
Suis non sibi semper which
Walk around
all pupils to be happy, flourish
translates as “For your team,
the final day of
and become the best they can be
and not yourself, always”
the Masters at
and c) prepares them for a world
If you could only bring three
Augusta with
which doesn’t yet exist.
things to a desert island what
the final group.

HEAD space
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We Are

Wellington
www.wellingtoncollege.org.uk

